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Private Clients

Corporate Insurance

Hunter Broking offers a comprehensive Insurance Broking service
for Prestige Homes, Cars and other Personal Items. We endeavour to
find the most suitable policies and offer peace of mind solutions for
replacement, repair and additional unexpected costs that may arise after
an incident occurs.

We specialise in corporate insurance programmes and have proven
to be very competitive against the larger international firms. We have
developed and secured insurance proposals for clients within the
Technology, Mining, Banking and International Distribution sectors.
Hunter Broking encourages the opportunity to submit a tender for your
insurance programme.

Commercial Insurance

Claims Management

Commercial Insurance is complex and often requires the assistance of a
Qualified Broker. Hunter Broking approach Commercial Insurance with
a technical focus, utilising our product matter experts and extensive
experience. Our attention to detail is evident in our claims results across
a diverse range of industries.

With a strong focus on the end result, we manage your claim from
start to finish and provide regular updates along the way. Hunter
Broking negotiates on your behalf, ensuring the end result meets your
expectations. This component of our service is our strongest asset;
we want our clients to feel secure.

About Hunter Broking
We’re here to help businesses and individuals protect their hard earned
assets and successes. We are patient in our approach and like to educate
clients on how we have structured their programme and why we are
different, there are methods behind our workings.

There are several product offerings on the market and all policy wordings
contain a variety of restrictions and exclusions that are often missed. Our
technical approach ensures that we dissect this information and provide
you with a solution that best meets your needs.

Understanding and purchasing Insurance can be daunting and confusing,
it’s hard to know if you’re getting the best deal or if you are adequately
Insured.

We are honest, authentic and reliable insurance brokers, who remain
consistent year on year. We welcome all new clients to join our group and
experience why we are different.

The Process
Stage One

Stage Six

Initial Meeting: Whether in person or by phone, we will organise a time to
discuss your personal or business insurance requirements.

Presentation: Your designated Account Manager will present our
recommendation insurance programme to you and advise the intricacies
of how to structure your insurance program. This is a great opportunity
to discuss any further enquiries and make any relevant adjustments that
may be required.

Stage Two
Risk Assessment: Our subject matter experts will conduct a risk
assessment and provide detailed advice and recommendations on what
products will best protect you and your business.

Stage Three
Quotation: We will present the information we have obtained to a variety
of recommended Insurance Companies that are most competitive for
your requirements.

Stage Four
Analysis: Once all quotations are received, we will review the premium,
terms and conditions to ensure the product will adequately protect you
and the premium is competitive against current market standard rates.

Stage Five

Stage Seven
Implementation: Once cover is requested to be implemented, we will
place cover with the Insurance Company and assist with the completion
of any final paperwork, including application forms or monthly premium
funding contracts.

Stage Eight
12 Month Commitment: During the course of your insurance contract,
we will act as your dedicated insurance broker, someone you can rely
on, whether this be asking for advice, making a policy adjustment or
lodging a claim, our commitment to you is ongoing for the duration of our
professional relationship.

Negotiation: We aim to present the most cost effective solution to our
clients. Once we have sourced the right coverage option, we will work
closely with insurers to obtain a competitive premium. We understand
that insurance is a major financial commitment, particularly for start
up businesses.

About Josh
Josh Ryan, Hunter Broking Group’s Founder and Director, is an advocate for Risk Management and Asset
Protection. Josh thoroughly enjoys learning the intricacies of all industries and educating clients on why
insurance should be a conscious focus.
In the midst of purchasing his own commercial investment and commencing his own business, Josh
experienced first hand how important it was to best protect such a large financial commitment. During the
last 10 years of Commercial and Corporate speciality, Josh has realised his passion for helping businesses
identify risks and supporting them when things do go wrong.
Josh is your trusted and reliable advisor, a knowledgeable resource with a wealth of experience in
claims management. He is always there for his clients and stresses the importance of having a long-term
relationship with someone who truly understands your business.
The best advice Josh can provide is, “Don’t quote with multiple brokers, interview them first and continue
with who you feel is most reliable, trustworthy and experienced in your field”.
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